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OFFERING OVERVIEW

THE CHALLENGE OF CHANGE 
Keeping pace with the ever-increasing numbers of connected devices and rising demand of 
availability required by the modern workplace takes advanced, leading-edge solutions to affect 
data transport at scale. Users expect pervasive connectivity and uncompromising performance 
experiences in the most demanding scenarios. 

PROVEN BUSINESS PROTECTION SOLUTIONS
Working with ConvergeOne Mobility & Wireless Networking teams, customers achieve their 
modernization goals with a partner that has an unrivaled depth of industry expertise, proven 
solutions, and the range of technology partners they need to meet their unique mobility and 
wireless requirements. 

Our solutions modernize customer networks, so they not only meet current user expectations 
but anticipate changing business requirements. Our solutions boost employee productivity and 
increase collaboration, enable customers to reach underserved populations while enjoying the 
ease of management, uninterrupted security, and increased data creation/consumption at the 
edge. 

CONVERGEONE MOBILITY & WIRELESS 
NETWORKING OFFERINGS
Designed to exceed customers’ mobility and wireless requirements ConvergeOne solutions offer a 
unique combination of experienced design, architecture, implementation, and support services. 

MOBILITY & WIRELESS 
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ACHIEVE MODERNIZATION GOALS 
WITH MOBILITY & WIRELESS
ConvergeOne Mobility & Wireless supports our customers’ mobility 
and wireless needs with design, architecture, and implementation 
solutions. Schedule a consultation today: 

convergeone.com/solutions/ent-networking/mobility-wireless

Solutions are purpose-built, optimizing and modernizing wireless infrastructures, maximizing 
data transport, and creating secure, high-speed, resilient next-generation services that users 
have come to expect. 

In partnership with industry-leading technology providers like Cisco, Meraki, Juniper, 
Extreme Networks, Aruba, and Ciena Wireless Infrastructure and Next Gen Mobility 
solutions build on years of implementation and support experience and broad industry 
exposure. ConvergeOne wireless infrastructure and next-gen mobility solutions solve 
customers’ unique problems and exceed their expectations. In the rapidly changing, complex 
world of wireless infrastructure and mobility, ConvergeOne solutions enable our customers 
to be more agile, responsive, resilient, and secure so they can give their clients the wireless 
and mobile experiences they demand.

CUSTOMER SUCCESS GOLD
Designing + Deploying a Wireless Network for a Mining Company

 + The challenge? Implement a fully automated underground mining system allowing 
operators to run everything remotely via a wireless network; streamline equipment 
monitoring processes to extend equipment life; modernize for safety and maximize 
productivity. Additionally, meet government mining standards and guarantee seamless 
communications. ConvergeOne designed a wireless network around reliability providing 
continuous telemetry and automation coverage, location accuracy, semi-autonomous 
equipment, and fleet/task management with integrated RFID tagging. Upon 
implementation results exceeded expectations. Operations management processes 
were fully computerized, streamlined, and automated; location monitoring covered 
personnel and equipment, ensuring worker safety while lowering costs and modernizing 
mining operations.

https://www.convergeone.com/solutions/ent-networking/mobility-wireless#consultation

